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The Equality and Rights Network EaRN was set up to enable any group, 
forum, organisation or individual to work in partnership with public 
services to advance equality, promote human rights, and to tackle 
inequality and poverty.

EaRN works across four different areas to make Edinburgh a city for 
everyone:

Raising awareness

Community Engagement

Research

Dialogue
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Why this Event?
One of the issues we have heard most about from people over the last 
three years has been access. Access to buildings, access to streets, 
access to services, projects, transport and so on – or more accurately, the 
lack of access to all of these things that is regularly faced by people with 
disabilities.

Equalities Ambassador, Nada Shawa, our first volunteer with the EaRN 
project, has devoted much of her time with us to researching accessibility 
in Edinburgh, a personal passion of hers.

In late 2017, we were chatting about all the work she’d put in, and where 
we could go next in terms of raising awareness around the areas of 
accessibility and disability. We decided to hold an awareness raising 
event, to bring to the fore the different issues that people with disabilities 
– and those facing barriers for other reasons – deal with every day.

But – we knew that we wanted it to be bit more interesting and stimulating 
than just listening to people talk. Nada mentioned she’d been at an event 
where there was music and had found it very powerful. So we thought 
– why not combine the two things? And the idea for Breaking Down 
Barriers was born!

We wanted to have a creative, intersectional approach to the event, to 
create a space with a positive atmosphere that would encourage people 
to think and talk about these broad areas; looking together at what access 
means to different people, and at how we can increase the visibility of 
those facing different barriers every day.

One thing were sure of right from the start: the focus of the event would be 
on giving those who face barriers to access in Edinburgh an opportunity 
to tell their stories, how they want to tell them.

Caroline Gibb EaRN Development Worker
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EaRN Equalities Ambassador Nada Shawa
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An introduction from Nada
Equality and rights should be at the heart of every human being’s life. 
Living in Edinburgh we are lucky to be surrounded by the arts, each with 
a message of some kind or the other. Helping to organise this event was a 
real pleasure, because it combined my passion for art and culture with a 
strong message of equality and rights for people with disabilities. 

The Breaking Down Barriers event which EaRN hosted, in my opinion, 
was a great success, even better than we hoped. Thanks to the EaRN staff 
and volunteers, and the warm support shown from the rest of Volunteer 
Edinburgh. 

The aim of this event was to move forward the EaRN Ambassadors’ work 
on disability rights, specifically on equal access. Many such events which 
raise awareness can often be preaching to the converted; this was certainly 
the case at this event too. The idea of having performances alongside 
discussion was to make it a little different, to have variety, and not have 
a straight forward seminar with flip charts. And if by doing that, we 
managed to make people think about and discuss real issues of inclusion 
and access for people with disabilities, then this is very important. 

I am grateful to EaRN and the whole of Volunteer Edinburgh for allowing 
my ideas to grow and culminate into such an event.

Nada Shawa EaRN Equalities Ambassador



On the Day
We welcomed 42 attendees through the door, as well as 12 stallholders, 
and of course, our 5 performers. The hall very quickly seemed very full! 
There was immediately a great atmosphere, with a real buzz about the 
place.

We really wanted to encourage everyone there to think and talk about the 
broad themes of disability, visibility and accessibility, and before starting 
we asked people to write down any thoughts, suggestions, comments or 
hopes they might have throughout the afternoon. We had volunteers at 
each table to offer support with writing things down, and had a variety of 
colourful paper, pens, and post-its to encourage some creative thinking!  
We laid out suggested questions, to help discussions flow – you can see 
these, and the responses we got, on page 16.

The event kicked off with a screening of the film, Buggy Off, made by 
and starring Karen Sutherland with the help of organisation get2gether. 
It’s a short film with a powerful message about wheelchair access on 
Edinburgh buses, and we were delighted to have Karen with us to answer 
a few questions after we showed the film. Karen told us why she was 
prompted to make the film, how things are now, and what her hopes are 
for the future.

After a short break for discussion and thought sharing, stall browsing 
and raffle ticket buying, we welcomed our next performer, local poet 
Lindsay Oliver. Lindsay read some of her work, which was dark, funny, 
personal and powerful.

Next up was singer Penny Stone, whose lively folk singing beautifully 
complemented Lindsay’s poetry. From the first song we were all expected 
to join in with the chorus, which brought everyone back to the room! Penny 
sang three different songs, which all gave us a different perspective on 
disability.
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We ended the event with a performance by our own Nada Shawa. Nada 
performed a wonderful wheelchair dance, to music composed and 
performed by cellist Robin Mason.

The film and the three performances gave us four very different, 
very powerful and moving perspectives on disability, visibility and 
accessibility.

We are very grateful to Karen, Lindsay, Penny and Nada for participating 
in this event, and making it such a success, and would like to thank all our 
attendees for contributing to such rich and lively discussion. We hope 
that this report will reach many more people, and help us continue to 
work towards Breaking Down Barriers.
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“We really wanted to encourage everyone there to think and talk 
about the broad themes of disability, visibility and accessibility”
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“We’re just people, trying to get around like everybody else… 
I don’t see myself as a transport activist or anything, I’m just trying
to have a normal life and do all the things everyone else does
socialising, friends, work.”

EaRN Equalities Ambassador Karen Sutherland in discussion with 
Caroline Gibb after the screening of Buggy Off



	
Our Performers

Karen Sutherland

Screening of Buggy Off, a short film, followed by Q&A with its star
Karen Sutherland who is an Equalities Ambassador with EaRN. 

As part of this work, she took part in meetings as part of EaRN’s sub-
group on Access. Karen also took part in a photographic exhibition
titled Voices of Edinburgh, organised by EaRN. In collaboration with
get2gether, Karen developed and took part in the short film Buggy Off. 

In this film, Karen gives her own experiences of discrimination against
her disability. Karen gives talks about employment and opportunities
with a positive outlook. It is very important to Karen that everyone can
achieve many things and should be valued for it. You can watch Karen’s
film at bit.ly/2uYgd1p

Lindsay Oliver

Lindsay Oliver lives in Leith. After losing her job due to illness and 
disability, she began writing.  She writes poetry, short stories and longer 
fiction. She regularly takes part in open mic nights. Her writing has 
appeared in two anthologies, and in print and online journals. Find out 
more at lindsayoliver.scot.

Penny Stone

Penny Stone is a song leader, community musician, songwriter, singer 
and activist. She runs various community singing groups in Edinburgh as 
well as using music with patients and staff at the Royal Edinburgh Hospital. 
She teaches music and song from all over the world as well as using 
song writing to help enable people to find their own voices and voice 
their own experiences. Penny specialises in using music with vulnerable 
groups. She also co-leads Protest in Harmony and runs Radical Voices, 
a monthly folk club/open mic night raising money and awareness of a 
variety of issues such as environmental justice, peace and social justice 
and inclusion.
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Nada Shawa

Nada Shawa has been an Equalities Ambassador with the Equality and 
Rights Network since 2015. She has been involved in the Third Sector 
since she graduated from the University of Edinburgh in 2004, her roles 
have included supporting Asylum Seekers and Refugees.

Since joining EaRN, Nada has been focussing on highlighting issues 
related to disability access, especially with the strong belief that people 
of all abilities deserve to be included fully in society. Nada has been 
a wheelchair dancer for fourteen years. She has been involved in two 
public performances. First, as an invited guest performer with the 
Edinburgh College Department of Performing Arts. The other, Nada had 
choreographed and performed a dance piece raising money for the 
charity Edinburgh Direct Aid.

Robin Mason

Robin Mason is based in Edinburgh, and has freelanced as a cellist in 
a number of fields since the early 1990’s. He has performed with (and 
on occasion composed for) several theatre, dance and film companies 
including Indepen-Dance, Curious Seed, Re-Bourne Productions, 
The Occasional Cabaret, benchtours, Catherine Wheels, Fortsunlight 
Animation etc.

Robin has workshopped and performed with people with disabilities for 
benchtours, Indepen-Dance, Raincoat and Slippers, and Amici. He has 
played with the Scottish Chamber Orchestra, the Orchestra of Scottish 
Ballet etc, and regularly performs in chamber music recitals.

Robin plays/sings with the Edinburgh-based singer songwriter duo 
Various Moons, and teaches the cello in Edinburgh and at St.Andrews 
University.
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Nada Shawa performing a wheelchair 
dance accompanied by Robin Mason
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Singer Penny Stone performing Don’t Disable Me
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Don’t Disable Me
by Penny Stone

Don’t disable me, pity or label me,
I’m a person not a broken down machine

Not a mass of moving parts
But a soul with a feeling heart 

So don’t disable me

Don’t tell me the things that I cannot do
I don’t need reminding of those

There’s plenty more things that I am capable of
And I can live and I can love

And I can...

Don’t bother deciding what is for my own good
I won’t hand my power away

Your help won’t be welcomed if it can’t be returned
And I’ve plenty to give and plenty to say

You can’t give me freedom ‘cos it’s not yours to give
It’s mine to embrace if I dare

At the end of the day I know it’s all down to me
But if you look me in the eye I’ll know that you care

And know I can...
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Stallholders

Volunteer Edinburgh 

Our mission is to inspire more people to volunteer so they can enhance 
their lives, the lives of others and build resilient communities. Find out 
more at volunteeredinburgh.org.uk.

Euan’s Guide
 
Euan’s Guide is the disabled access review website that aims to 
‘remove the fear of the unknown’ and inspire people to try new places. 
The website was founded in 2013 by brother and sister, Euan and Kiki 
MacDonald, after Euan became a powerchair user. After spending hours 
of their time making enquiries about access at places they wanted to go, 
the duo realised that they could not be alone in their search for disabled 
access information. This idea became Euan’s Guide, a digital charity that 
is helping to open up towns and cities to disabled people everywhere. 
Find out more at euansguide.com.

NeateBox
 
Neatebox strives to make society more inclusive by developing solutions 
to address challenges people with disabilities face every day. Their app, 
‘Welcome’, promotes disability-aware customer service, and the ‘Button’ 
app allows users to push the pedestrian crossing button with their 
smartphone. Find out more at neatebox.com.

People First (Scotland)

People First (Scotland) works for the human rights of people who have 
the labels of Learning Disability or Intellectual Impairment. It is controlled 
by its members, who all identify  themselves in that way. People First 
(Scotland) campaigns to establish and protect the same freedom, choice, 
dignity and control as other citizens across all areas of life. Find out more 
at peoplefirstscotland.org.
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Neatebox strives to make society more inclusive by developing 
solutions to address challenges people with disabilities face every day. 
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get2gether arrange social activities for people with disabilities 
in safe and friendly places in Edinburgh and the Lothians.



get2gether
 
At get2gether, we believe that everyone has the right to love and 
friendship. We also believe that people meeting each other should be 
easy, fun and accessible. That’s why we arrange social activities for 
people with disabilities in safe and friendly places in Edinburgh and the 
Lothians. Our members tell us what they’re interested in – and that’s what 
we do. Find out more at get2gether.org.uk.

Wee Red Upcycles 

Wee Red Upcycles is a Social Enterprise teaching valuable skills in 
Repair, Re-designing and Upcycling of furniture to vulnerable disengaged 
disadvantaged groups within our community. Promoting a Circular 
Economy and inspiring a Zero Waste Society. Find out more at facebook.
com/weeredupcycles.

Homelands Trust

Wheelchair accessible luxury self-catering holiday lodges and disability 
accessible lodges nestled in mature woodlands in the East Neuk village 
of Lundin Links. Recently built to the highest standard, all equipped with 
an extensive range of disability support equipment to help you unwind 
and enjoy a memorable stay. Find out more at homelands-fife.co.uk.

Freedom from Torture Edinburgh

Freedom from Torture Edinburgh Supporters’ Group raises awareness 
of the needs of torture survivors living in Scotland and raises funds to 
support the work of Freedom from Torture treatment centres around the 
UK. We organise a range of events and actvities throughout the year and 
are always delighted to hear from folks wishing to help in whatever way 
they can! Find out more at freedomfromtorture.org/get-involved/
volunteering/local-groups/edinburgh.
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Discussion
We wanted this event to be informal, to encourage lively conversation 
and discussion, and to make sure that all voices were being heard.  

The one thing we asked was that as much as possible was recorded, so 
that we could take away people’s thoughts, ideas, hopes, suggestions 
and concerns to help guide EaRN’s activities in the future. We welcomed 
written thoughts, as well as drawings and pictures – however people 
wanted to express themselves. 

We had volunteers at each table, to offer support with writing things 
down, and to help prompt discussion if need be. We had one volunteer 
able to help facilitate conversation using BSL. 

Our hope was that the short film and talk, the poetry, song and dance 
would help people start thinking and talking about the broad themes 
of disability, visibility and accessibility; about their perceptions and 
experiences. 

We also put the following prompt questions on the tables, to help the 
discussions flow:

What does disability mean to you?

What does visibility mean to you?

What does accessibility mean to you?

What matters to you?

What are the main issues you face in daily life?

What changes would improve your life in Edinburgh?

What is the most important thing you’d like people to know?

At the end, we gathered up every single piece of paper that had been 
scrawled on, and have put them together here. 
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“We wanted this event to be informal, to encourage lively conversation 
and discussion, and to make sure that all voices were being heard.”



What does disability mean to you?

Hidden disabilities are a difficult issue and more mixing of differently 
abled – but this requires accessibility and events!

I have a hidden disability that means I need fast loo access but council 
closing loos – where do people go?

Having a life long condition and not being included in society. If you 
have a learning disability you should be treated as an adult with 
aspirations and rights!

Use of word ‘dis-‘ is patronising sometimes. 

Awareness. Education. Communication. Recognise invisibility. 
Connecting. Diversity. Customer service. 

A label!!! Created by our society which does not always accommodate 
human diversity.

To me it means people being disabled by society because their needs 
and rights are so often ignored in planning of spaces and services.
What does visibility mean to you?

Normalisation

Awareness of rights in generations

It is very important. It means to be seen as an equal citizen. To be seen 
as a person with rights.

Visibility. Recognition. Awareness. Role models, eg MSPs. Disabled 
people articulating their own views.

Hard to get what you need especially if issues aren’t visible. Hard to 
have to explain and people don’t believe. 
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To have equal opportunities, like everybody else, to contribute to my 
community and wider society

To have a voice in decisions which affect my life

To be valued for my gifts and talents

To be seen for who I am, a person

To be listened to

What does accessibility mean to you?

Customer service training should include disability awareness
Consideration and common sense

More people management training for drivers? Lots of driver training but 
don’t always handle people well

People with a learning disability, we need the right support to do the 
things we want and not be excluded

Acceptance for who I am

Attitudinal and structural

Easy Read information and easy access in a wheelchair and for people 
with other physical impairments

Resources need to be accessible of IT/power points re wheelchairs
Quiet spaces

Access to rights and responsibilities like other citizens
Equal access to community life

Accessibility is for everyone not just disabled people – improving access 
for disabled people can improve access for everyone
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Equal access to:
• Employment opportunities
• Education
• Housing (mainstream)
• Events/community that facilitates the development of    
relationships
• Public spaces

Fewer young people are taking the initiative to give up seats for others 
– older and less able people often do this instead.

Not having to fight for what you are entitled to

All together

The Lothian buses app that tells you when the next accessible stop is 
– this is great!

What matters to you?

People putting themselves into my position/place

The rights of people with a learning disability

I’m human just like you

Bus drivers need good customer care training – it would help them as 
well as passengers

People to have valued roles in society regardless of their background, 
race, disability etc

People need to communicate better with each other and be willing to 
listen and learn

Having a job and a relationship despite my disability

Stopping learning disability hate crime
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People communicating more with each other

What changes would improve your life in Edinburgh?

Get Waverley Station accessible for all!

Massively reduce obstacles on pavements

Encourage Edinburgh Leisure to learn about needs of disabled people

Having equal access all around Edinburgh

Thistle card for buses to indication people have a need for bus driver to 
help

Pavements and roads are hazardous for people who can’t see, or who have 
other mobility difficulties. Please will the council spend more money on 
infrastructure, not trams!

Buggy Off brings alive that being on the phone and being interrupted can 
make people feel jarred and they can be unkind. Having this reflected 
back will affect some people in their behaviour. Hope you get Buggy Off 
shown on the buses with text. Great film Karen. 

People putting themselves in my place

Contrast strips on the edge of steps everywhere 

Taxis could have better ramps – sometimes struggle because of 
pavement

Audio description could be better in theatres

Autism awareness

More ramps on trains, you can usually book ahead, but wheelchair users 
and others who need support should have the right 

To be spontaneous
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What are the main issues you face in daily life?

More awareness and empathy – don’t judge people on first sight
It’s easier to make judgements on invisible disabilities

I live in a shared house with people I did not choose. I want to live on my 
own and do things my own way but I am worried I would not be given 
enough support. I should have the support I need to live independently, 
not in a group home I did not choose. 

Being harassed and called names in the street like ‘mongo’ or ‘retard’. 

Most information out there is not accessible and easy to understand, 
especially for someone with a learning disability. We need more 
accessible information offered and available, including Easy Read. 

Support staff should put our plans in the diary and make sure we can be 
supported on the day. For a lot of us with  learning disability, this is a real 
struggle. Our support services are often short staffed and are not able to 
offer us support where we want it. Often our personal plans are not paid 
enough attention or are forgotten about. We should not have to build our 
lives around the support, the support should be built around us. 

People with a learning disability should have enough support staff to be 
able to use public transport. We should not be out of pocket because 
we have to pay for taxis to go out and about when our support services 
are short staffed. We need to have the right support available in the 
community for us to be able to be included – this is important!
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What is the most important thing you’d like people to 
know?

I’m human. Acceptance.

Understanding of the effects of trauma.

Bus driver training re: how to deal with persons with ‘disabilities’ and 
with passengers who aren’t always aware or choose to ignore them

Suggestions

Show Karen’s film in bus driver training and on screens on the buses

Use Buggy Off as driver training?
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Mr Kurtzke’s Scale
by Lindsay Oliver

Zero: how does it feel to be a zero? You see I forgot.
I knew it once, but time marches on, and I do not.

One, two, three, four, five, I skipped them all
and landed hard on five point five, not my first or only fall.

Six, six was hard, unforgiving. The purchase of my cane
kept me upright, steady, and brought me a new and lasting pain.

Six point five a slow slide from six, hardly noticed until my shopping bag
included crutches and with each step my left foot began to drag.

Six point five to eight point five was but a 
weekend’s work, numb from tits to toe.

There’s no fighting it, I cannot win my daily battle with this foe
that brought me eight months of bed-rest, personal care and humiliation.

Time to contemplate ten, the end, our final destination

on this scale designed to measure the depth of our despair,
of damage wrought, of functions lost and lost beyond repair.
But what of joy, determination, of a life well lived, in the face

of such overwhelming odds? On your scale they have no place.

Now by some neurological fluke I’m back at six point five again
and urged by fate I sit and contemplate the meaning of that ten,

that last mark, that final place where all hearts beat no more.
I wonder when I come to ten, will I see a dim and distant shore?

I find I cannot focus, or keep my mind upon that final mark, that final
beat, it veers to seriphim, cherubim, archangels, 

Gabriel, Rapheal, Micheal, Uriel
I cannot imagine what it is not to be, to not see my grandson grow old,
to never know the day’s must-have gadget, for my story to be all told.
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We who are marked by death (eight point five 
on a scale from nought to ten)

are encouraged to make our plans: living wills, nil by mouth, for when
we find ourselves sliding from nine (helpless 

bed patient), down feeding tubes, past
ventilators to that point of no return to which we all must come at last

But I do not, I refuse, decline, plan instead to wing it, take it day by day,
live in the moment, two fingers up to death, not let it hold sway

until I’m done, not accept death as my orderly 
ordained carefully planned lot.

To some it looks like dying, to me it’s living since it’s all I’ve got

Lindsay Oliver performing Mr Kurtzke’s Scale

“I wrote this poem in response to a scale designed by a man called John 
Kurtzke, to measure the degree of disability due to multiple sclerosis. 
The scale starts with zero, a normal neurological exam and ends with 
ten, death. The current version of the scale is known as the Expanded 
Disability Status Scale (EDSS).”
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Comments
“Friendly, informal and inclusive. Thought provoking, inspiring 
performances.”

“Great topics, art, and a good range of people from different 
backgrounds.”

“Thanks for putting today on. Loved it all, film, dance, music and a chance 
to discuss issues with people. I have a hidden disability.”

“Excellent event. Very moving performances by very talented artists. 
Thank you so much.”

“Thank you. Good to have time together.  Loved performers. Thought 
about barriers in different ways.”

“Amazing, powerful and thought provoking performances from the film, 
the poetry, songs and dance. Really good event.”
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What next?
We hope that this positive, vibrant event will act as a springboard 
into further dialogue and activity around disability, visibility and 
accessibility.  

We have put together this report so that those who were not there on the 
day can hear what people had to say.  In particular, we will encourage 
those working in public services, elected officials, and decision makers 
to take the time to read this through, to increase their awareness of what 
is important to the citizens of Edinburgh, and why.

As a project, we want to create a space from which individuals can speak 
out and be heard, and believe that from this platform for change, we can 
help create an Edinburgh for Everyone.



Performers

Karen Sutherland
Penny Stone
Nada Shawa
Robin Mason
Lindsay Oliver

Stallholders

Euan’s Guide
NeateBox
People First (Scotland)
Get2gether
Wee Red Upcycles
Homelands Trust Fife
Freedom from Torture Edinburgh
Volunteer Edinburgh

Raffle Donors

Filmhouse 
KnotStressed
Edinburgh Leisure
Projekt42
LadyKerry
Tunnocks
Farmfoods

Volunteers

Nada Shawa
Esther Quinn
Leila Osman

Hannah Bourne
Ashlee Christofferson

Sarah Vivers
Phil Heritage
Alan Dudley

Mark Bartlett
Alex Wallace
Saed Osman

Organisations

Norton Park
Volunteer Edinburgh
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Thank you to...
We’d like to thank everyone who contributed 
to this event and helped make it a success.



Contact Us
For more information please get in touch:

Equality and Rights Network (EaRN)
222 Leith Walk
Edinburgh
EH6 5EQ

equalityandrightsnetwork.org.uk

0131 225 0630

equalityandrights@volunteeredinburgh.org.uk

Find us on Facebook, Twitter and Instagram: 

#EdinburghForEveryone
#PlatformForChange
#MyEquality

facebook.com/equalityandrightsnetwork

twitter.com/EaRNnetwork

instagram.com/earn_edinburgh

Sign up to our Newsletter!

http://eepurl.com/bNcJcT



The Equality and Rights Network (EaRN) project is funded by The City of Edinburgh Council and managed by Volunteer Edinburgh.

Having difficulty reading this leaflet or require a hard copy for yourself or a friend? Please get in touch
with us about your accessibility requirements and we will do what we can to accommodate your needs.
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